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Business and technical teams have
long suffered challenges creating and
managing changes in documentation
and correspondence workflows,
especially manual, post composition
processes, relying on email and offline
collaboration to reconcile compound
documents with multiple versions.
Often, these workflows are adapted
over time for novel and changing
regulations, which makes them
complex and difficult to govern, let
alone iterate and automate; yet they
serve a vital function, as checks and
balances to insure against the cost and
risk of noncompliance.
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Elixir Hold & Review is an agile and extensible QA
process that automates collaborative PDF review
cycles.
Establish data-driven,
purpose-built and
configurable workflows

Support and empower
remote and temporary
employees

Eliminate costly
redundancies and risk by
managing chain of
custody

Free IT teams from
helpdesk support tickets
and queues

Align operational practices
with regulatory
requirements

Inform decisions with
operational data and
dashboards

Free business teams to
work and manage review
processes autonomously

Save time and mitigate
risk with predefined and
automated controls

Scale out and serve
multiple use cases and
lines of business

Develop a Center of
Excellence for Regulated
Communication

SMEs and business
teams are empowered
to focus on their areas
of expertise to get
work done right the
first time.

Comment, mark-up,
and annotate at the
document, page or
content level

Message and alert
other participants in
real time

Add, assign and
reassign participants
and make changes
in-flight

Track, analyze,
adapt workflows to
iterate best practices

Ensure best practices
for compliance,
auditability, productivity
and safe collaboration.

Leverage operational
insights and apply
them to future
iterations.

Initiate
cross-functional
workflows based on
user roles and rights

Leverage specialized
experts across multiple
use cases without
interrupting the flow of
everyday work

Elixir SaaS solutions align strategy with compliance
to support transformation at pace and scale. Hold &
Review automates operational excellence and
resolves error-prone and redundant review cycles by
providing a simple way to focus and collaborate, and
an open channel to communicate in context and
apply specialized knowledge and expertise.
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